
THE HIBERNATE BOX



We know many of you love UpCircle Beauty, not only for the efficacy of its products but also its
sustainability credentials. With many of you going on to purchase more of their products, you'll be
pleased to hear that they offer a plastic-free refill option for when you're ready to replenish.

This 71% Dark Chocolate bar by Love Cocoa is infused with luscious
orange essence and studded with cocoa nibs. It's a sophisticated,
grown up take on orange chocolate made from single origin Colombian
cocoa.

Just like UpCircle Beauty, Love Cocoa go that extra mile when it comes
to sustainability: not only is their chocolate palm oil free and the
packaging plastic free (it's made from a compostable film), your bar will
plant one tree in Northern Cameroon!

Central heating and excessive screen time can play havoc with our
skin, especially around the eyes which can become puffy and dark.
This newly launched eye cream by UpCircle Beauty brightens,
refreshes and renews the eye area, helping to reduce the
appearance of fine lines and dark circles. Made with repurposed
maple bark extract and coffee oil from repurposed grounds, it can
be used day or night, under make up and is suitable for all skin
types.

'A Creative Guide for Surviving the Winter Months' is the perfect
subtitle to this practical and inspiring book by Emma Mitchell.
With ideas for everything from crochet projects to making your
own hawthorn gin, it will inspire you to make this winter of
hibernation a restorative yet productive one. 'Making Winter'
has a project for everyone, often making use of natural
materials that can be found on your daily walk or from your
store cupboard essentials.

With the prospect of another lockdown imminent, this month's box will hopefully bring you a little
positivity and help you to see the joy in the quiet. Our choice of 'Making Winter' by Emma Mitchell
will give you plenty of ideas to keep you occupied if we're at home again, while UpCircle Beauty's
newly released Eye Cream will keep you looking bright and breezy on Zoom. Finally, the richness
of Love Cocoa's Orange & Cocoa Nibs 71% Dark Chocolate will make hunkering down for winter
all that more palatable.
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